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Abstract
Dengue viral infections are one of the most important mosquito borne viral infections in the
world. There are four dengue virus serotypes (DEN1-4) which are closely related. Initial
infection with a particular serotype is known as primary infection, which is usually
asymptomatic or results in mild disease manifestations. Although cross reactive T cells and
cross reactive antibodies have been shown to contribute to disease pathogenesis, these
mechanisms alone do not explain the immunopathological mechanisms leading to severe
disease.However, studies have suggested that immunopathological, host genetic and viral
factors all contribute to the occurrence of severe disease. Therefore, it is important to further
investigate the quality of dengue specific immune responses in patients with acute severe
dengue and asymptomatic dengue infection. This would help determine the immune correlates
of severe clinical disease and protection.
Introduction
Dengue viral infections are one of the most important mosquito borne viral infections in the
world. In the past fifty years, its incidence has increased 30-fold with significant outbreaks
occurring in five of six WHO regions. It is estimated that 2.1 million cases of dengue
haemorrhagic fever (DHF)/dengue shock syndrome (DSS) occur every year resulting in
21,000 deaths. 1
Dengue infections in Sri Lanka
Sri Lanka has been affected by epidemics of DHF for over 2 decades. Dengue viral infections
have been endemic in Sri Lanka since the mid 1960s which was when the first cases of
DF/DHF were reported.2,3 Although the Sri Lankan population had been exposed to the virus
for decades, severe forms of dengue infection (DHF/DSS) was rare. However, in recent years
dengue has become the number one killer mosquito borne infection in Sri Lanka.4 Sri Lanka
experienced the worst ever dengue outbreak in 2009 and 2010 with 35000 cases in 2009 with
346 deaths and 32292 cases and 229 deaths in the 2010. Not only is the incidence of dengue
infections rising in Sri Lanka, but also the infection is spreading to all parts of Sri Lanka.
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Fig 1: Dengue fever/DHF cases reported to the Sri Lanka Epidemiology unit from 2004
to 2010

Although the reasons for this massive dengue epidemic in recent years are not clear, PCR and
virus isolation studies carried out by our laboratory and Genetech Research institute (Dr.
Dharshan De Silva, personal communication) show that the displacement of the predominant
circulating dengue virus serotype is an important contributing factor.5 Dengue virus serotypes
2 and 3 were the predominant circulating serotypes until 2009 and were responsible for 86%
of dengue infections. Dengue 1 serotype only accounted for 7% of infections6. PCR results of
patients with DHF recruited from August 2010 to December 2010 showed that dengue 1
serotype accounted for more than 95% of dengue infections,5 which was similar to what was
observed by the Sri Lanka epidemiology unit (Dr. Hasitha Tissera, Sri Lanka epidemiology
unit, personal communication). Therefore, this serotype shift is probably contributed in some
way to the massive dengue outbreak that occurred in the last 2 years.
Dengue pathogenesis
The four dengue virus serotypes (DEN1-4) which cause dengue are closely related and have a
65-70% sequence homology.7 Initial infection with a particular serotype is known as primary
infection, which is usually asymptomatic or results in mild disease manifestations.8
Subsequent infection with other serotypes (secondary dengue infections) may lead to severe
disease which manifests in the form of DHF/DSS.8However, only 0.18-1% of those with
primary infections and 2-9% of secondary infections manifest as DHF/DSS.8 Therefore, the
majority of individuals who are infected with the dengue virus do not develop symptomatic
disease or only develop mild clinical manifestations. The occurrence of DHF/DSS is thought
to result from a complex interplay between the virus, host genetic makeup and host immune
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factors. The pathophysiology of dengue viral infections and factors that result in severe
clinical disease is poorly understood.
Dengue virus serotype and disease pathogenesis
All dengue virus serotypes have been associated with severe clinical disease. However, certain
genotypes of dengue virus serotypes 2 and 3 have been shown to be more virulent and the
cause of massive dengue epidemics.6,9 For instance, some studies have suggested that the
emergence of DHF in Sri Lanka in 1989 coincided with the appearance of a new DEN-3,
subtype III variant.10Dengue virus serotype 4 has been shown to cause milder clinical disease.
However, dengue serotype 1 has been associated with more severe disease during primary
dengue infections.11 In fact, it was recently shown that patients with primary infection with
dengue 1 serotype had higher viral loads than those infected with other viral serotypes.12
Genetic factors that contribute to severe clinical disease
Several genetic factors have been shown to be associated with the development of DHF/DSS
and some have been shown to be protective.13-15 Certain HLA- class I and class II
alleles,13,14,16,17 polymorphisms in the tumor necrosis factor alpha(TNF-α), Vitamin D
receptor,18 CTLA-4 and transforming growth factor ß (TGF-β)19 have been shown to be
associated with development of DHF/DSS.15 We have conducted studies to identify possible
HLA- class I and class II alleles, which increase the risk of developing DHF/DSS during
primary and secondary dengue in the Sri Lankan population. We found that HLA-A*31 and
DRB1*08 were significantly associated with susceptibility to DSS when infected with the
dengue virus, during secondary dengue infection. The frequency of DRB1*08 allele was 28.7
times higher than in the normal population in patients with DSS. HLA-A*31 allele was
increased 16.6 fold in DHF who developed shock when compared to those who did not
develop shock. HLA-A*24 and DRB1*12 were significantly associated with the development
of DHF during primary dengue infection. 20 Therefore, such HLA allele associations with
clinical disease severity suggest that certain HLA alleles confer susceptibility/ protection to
severe dengue infections.
Host immune factors responsible for severe disease: cross reactive antibodies
It has been shown that cross reactive T cells and antibodies are thought to contribute to disease
pathogenesis in secondary dengue infections. Poorly neutralizing and disease enhancing
antibodies are thought to cause disease pathogenesis by increasing infection of cells such as
macrophages and dendritic cells.15 It is thought that proinflammatory cytokines which result in
endothelial dysfunction are secreted in large quantities as more and more cells are infected.
High levels of enhancing antibodies are also thought to be the cause of the high frequency of
DHF during primary infection during infants.21 However, this ‘antibody enhancement
hypothesis’ has been questioned by many, since several studies have shown that there was no
difference in the viral loads in primary and secondary dengue infection.22-24 Although, viral
loads have not been found to be higher in patients with secondary dengue, higher viral loads
are thought to correlate with clinical disease severity as viral loads are higher in patients with
DHF when compared to those with DF. Furthermore, it has been shown that individuals with
severe clinical disease have prolonged viraemia than those with milder disease.23 It therefore
appears that severe dengue is associated with an inability of the immune system to eliminate
the virus.
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Cross reactive T cells
Massive immune activation of T cells,25-27 monocytes28 and macrophages have been shown to
produce unfavourable cytokines such as TNFα in large quantities. Cross reactive memory T
cells have been shown to contribute to immunopathology by altering the cytokine profiles
during secondary infection and are also believed to be less effective in eliminating the newly
infecting virus serotype29,30 which is thought to lead to enhanced viral replication and thus
severe clinical disease.
T cell responses of individuals who are naturally infected with the virus were shown to be
directed at all proteins of the DV, and specifically the NS3 region.27,31 T cell responses
generated during acute infection have been shown to be highly cross reactive. However, their
cytokine secretion and cytolytic functions depended on the nature of the interactions of the DV
antigen, MHC and T cell receptor complex and subsequent signaling events. Therefore, it has
been suggested that T cell responses to the newly infecting DV serotype depend on the
existing DV specific memory T cell repertoire.32 Imrie et al have shown that even single
substitutions of the amino acid sequence of the DV T cell epitope altered the cytokine
secretion patterns such as TNFα, IFNγ and IL-4.32 Cross reactive DV-specific T cells have
been shown to have suboptimal degranulation capacity, but secrete high levels of cytokines.30
Reduced or suboptimal antiviral responses are therefore also thought to contribute to disease
pathogenesis in acute dengue infection.29
Severe clinical disease, which has even resulted in fatalities is known to occur during primary
dengue viral infections in the absence of cross reactive antibodies and DV-specific T cells.33,34
Primary dengue infection resulting in DHF has been shown to be commoner among infants21
and in pregnant women.35 In addition, studies carried out by us in individuals with previous
asymptomatic/mild infection have shown that highly cross reactive dengue specific memory T
cell are also seen in these individuals36. Therefore, it appears that the presence of cross
reactive T cells and antibodies alone do not contribute to the development of severe dengue
infections.
As it is evident that factors other than cross reactive T cells and antibodies are likely to play a
role in the disease pathogenesis, some groups have investigated the role of immune regulatory
mechanisms in acute dengue infection. CD4+ Foxp3 expressing regulatory T cells (Tregs) are
the main regulators of the adaptive immune system. Some studies have suggested that a
defective immune suppression or a defect in regulatory T cells could contribute to severe
clinical disease. For instance, a high regulatory T cell (Tregs)/ effector T cell ratio has been
shown to be associated with milder clinical disease37. This suggests that patients with severe
clinical disease possibly have impaired functional regulatory T cells responses. However IL10, which is the main regulatory T cell cytokine, has been found to be significantly higher in
patients with severe disease when compared to those with milder clinical symptoms.38
Collectively, all this evidence suggests that the pathogenesis of DHF is far more complex than
previously thought. Therefore, more detailed studies in patients with acute severe dengue
infection and asymptomatic infection should be carried out in order to try and understand this
complex immunopathogenesis.
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Summary
Dengue viral infections are an important cause of mortality and morbidity in Sri Lanka and
the rest of the world. Dengue virus factors, host genetic and immunological factors are
thought to act together and result in severe clinical disease. Although the pathogenesis of
dengue infections have been widely studied, the disease mechanisms are still poorly
understood. It is therefore important to further investigate the quality of dengue specific
immune responses in patients with acute severe and asymptomatic dengue infection, to
determine the immune correlates of severe clinical disease and protection.
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